NEW APPOINTMENTS

Susan Howitt has been confirmed as the Head of BSB and will assume the role once approved by HR.

Marcin Adamski will be employed for three years to improve bioinformatics support in the School. Marcin will be based in RSB and in the Genome Discovery Unit (GDU). His position is funded by the Office of the Vice Chancellor.

David Tscharke will take up the position of Associate Director Education in JCSMR. David will assume the role from the beginning of July, but will maintain his research laboratory in RSB until the end of the year.

Melodie Norris will be employed for one year as an outreach and communication officer for RSB. The position is funded by start-up funds of Allen Rodrigo.

Trent Orchard has taken up the new fixed term roles of ‘RSB Building Project Manager’ to ensure smooth progression of the RN Robertson Building Refurbishment project.

Shannon McMullen has been seconded from the RSB Animal Services Team into a combination of the RSB Building Coordinator (Trent Orchard) and RSB Operations Officer (Jeanette Cashin) positions for an initial period of 12 months.

Sara Chica Latorre will be employed for a year as a technical assistant on the project ‘Top-Down Rehydration in Mangroves’ in Marilyn Ball’s Group (PS).
What do you enjoy about teaching?

I teach at all levels, from first year to graduate students, so there are different pleasures and challenges – although it’s always fun to share an enthusiasm for biology and to interact with students. In first year, I value class participation; it’s great to get insightful and challenging questions. In later undergraduate years, I focus on research and how we test hypotheses, and it’s rewarding when students suggest ideas and question evidence. For Honours and PhD students, the pleasure is in guiding students through the vagaries of research and the process of communicating their findings.

What’s your current main research challenge?

Vertebrates live in an acoustically complex world, with sounds providing a rich source of information. We are fascinated by this acoustic web of information, and so aim to place communication in a broad ecological context. We study how individuals acquire and use information by eavesdropping on the alarm signals of other species or the acoustic signatures of predators. A bird flees to another species communicating about danger, a vocal mimic exploits a predator’s own awareness of sounds of danger; a young nestling goes silent to the distinctive footfall of a predator. How do individuals recognize what sounds are relevant, and how do they use this information?

What do you enjoy about teaching?

I find it rewarding when students suggest ideas and question evidence. For Honours and PhD students, the pleasure is in guiding students through the vagaries of research and the process of communicating their findings.

Benjamin Schwessinger is a new independent research fellow in Plant Science. Benjamin arrived from the University of California Davis and did his PhD at the Sainsbury Laboratory in Norwich, UK. He will work with John Rat’hein (PS) on the evolution of highly virulent wheat stripe rust races in Australia. In order to do so, Benjamin obtained is own funding from Human Frontier Science Program and a DECRA. His move to ANU was also highlighted by Naturejob as #Scientistonthemove.

WELCOME

Associate Professor Rafael Coopman from the Universidad Austral de Chile is collaborating with Marilyn Ball (PS) on two major international eco-physiological projects. One project is an ongoing study of responses of sub-Antarctic alpine vegetation to climate change, and the other is a new ARC-funded Discovery project to study top-down rehydration: the role of multiple water sources in maintaining mangrove productivity along gradients in salinity and aridity.

Tom Semple will join the Peakall Group (EEG) as a PhD student to work on the ‘Phylogeny and evolution of Thynnine wasps’. Thynnines are a hyperdiverse group of Australasian and South American wasps which have been poorly studied. They are also important specialist pollinators of orchids. Other aspects of the thynnine wasp biology are being investigated by Alyssa Weinstein who joined the Peakall Group as a PhD student in May. Alyssa will be working on the ‘Chemical ecology and evolution of pollinator transitions in orchids’, with thynnine pollinators a major (but not exclusive) focus.

Patrice Kurnath is visiting the Foley Group (EEG) from the University of Utah as a NSF East Asia and Pacific Summer Institutes Scholar.

FAREWELL

Jeanette Cashin, Wayne Genner and Charles Hocart are retiring on 3 July.

Jeanette Cashin (Operations) started her 28 year association with us pre BaMBi and BoZo in the Biochemistry Department (1976-79), then she returned to Zoology in 1987, moving to Operations in 2010. A farewell morning tea is planned for Jeanette on July 3 in the Banks tea room. Jeanette is now planning an extended overseas trip, and looks forward to more time with her hobbies and family.

Charles Hocart (Manager, Combined Workshop), started with RSBS in 1996 as the Electronics Workshop Manager. Prior to this, Wayne spent 20 years in the Royal Australian Air Force (RAAF). During nearly two decades at RSBS, Wayne has seen mergers and relocations to the Workshop, and has developed and mentored many junior staff who have gone on to bigger and brighter roles. One of Wayne’s greatest accomplishments was the design and implementation of the on call alarm system connecting growth cabinets, fridges and freezers in building 46 and adjoining facilities. Wayne was one of very few volunteers responding to the call outs in the early days of the system. Wayne has played a significant role in the general running of building 46, the CEF, and greenhouses, earning a reputation as ‘the quiet achiever’.

Rod Eyles (Djordjevic Group, PS), having submitted his PhD thesis, is leaving to take up a position at the International Institute for Tropical Agriculture (IITA) based in Kenya. Rod will work in virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) in cassava, an African staple crop which is being ravaged by Cassava Brown Streak Disease.

Yit-Heng Chooi (Heng) has been a dynamic DECRA Fellow in the Solomon Group (PS) for just over two years, publishing multiple papers and supervising students. Heng has been a great influence in the lab, and leaves us take up a new continuing position at the University of Western Australia.
Brendan O’Leary will leave the Atkin Group (PS) on June 29 to take up a DECRA Fellowship at the UWA node of the ARC CoE in Plant Energy Biology.
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